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SUMMARY: In our previous studies a new type of cellular textile composites was developed
and it demonstrated high specific energy-absorbing capacity. In the cellular structure, each
cell contained a hemispherical shell connected to a truncated conical wall (Configuration 1).
A theoretical model is proposed to quantify the contributions to energy dissipation from
different deformation stages. Theoretical and experimental results show that large plastic
deformation of the truncated conical shell contributes most to the total energy absorption.
Therefore, a new cell configuration is proposed, in which each cell is a truncated conical shell
only (Configuration 2). In comparison with Configuration 1, the grid-domed textile composite
with Configuration 2 displays a higher energy-absorbing capacity, lower peak force and
almost constant force magnitude during its large deformation process. The effects of the cell
height, the diameter ratio of cell-top to cell-bottom and the resin added-on percentage on the
energy-absorbing capacity are also investigated.
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1.  INTRODUCTION

Energy absorption characteristics is one of the most important topics in selecting materials for
many engineering applications, such as crushing elements in cars, bicycle’s helmets, hard hats
used in construction sites and protective packaging of fragile goods, etc. As summarized by
Johnson & Reid [1] and Yu [2], the materials or devices used as impact energy absorbers
should utilize the inelastic deformation as its major energy-absorbing mechanism, the force
required for its deformation should remain almost constant, and the deformation stroke should
be long and in a stable mode. In addition to these requirements, attributes of lightweight can
also play an important role in the applications listed above.

Cellular solids, which contain a large amount of space and normally have a relative low
density, possess excellent energy absorption capacity. Previous studies on the behaviour of
cellular materials have been mainly limited to polymer foams [3,4], honeycombs (under
lateral load [5,6] or axial load [7]), metal ring systems and tube arrays [8,9,10] and woods
[11,12]. Only in last few years, the energy-absorbing capacity of textile composites has
attracted attention of researchers. The energy-absorption behaviour of textile composites have
been investigated through several components, such as the braided composite I-beams for
crushing elements in cars [13], triaxially braided composite square tubes as crushing elements
[14,15] and 3-D woven sandwich structure [16].



In our previous studies we investigated a range of grid-domed cellular textile composites in
term of their energy-absorption behaviour under quasi-static compression and impact
condition [17-19]. The present paper will present a theoretical model to study the quasi-static
and dynamic behaviour of grid-domed textile composites, based on which this kind of cellular
textile composite can be optimized in view of its specific energy-absorbing capacity.

2.  MATERIALS AND SAMPLES WITH CONFIGURATION 1

The reinforcements for the grid-domed composites were knitted fabrics made of multi-
filament textured nylon yarns. In order to characterize the quasi-static mechanical properties
of the double jersey-nylon (DJ-N) type, flat composite samples with similar percentage of
polymer add-on, which had been rigidized by the same process as grid-domed cellular
composites, were tested under tension and bending conditions [19]. For the simple tension
samples with size 200mm×20mm×1mm, the loading-unloading curves are shown in Fig. 1,
which demonstrate significant visco-elasticity. The flat fabrics were formed into a 3D cellular
structure by a two-step method, forming and consolidation by a polyester resin. The cells
were arranged in a grid pattern, whilst each cell contained a hemispherical cap connected to a
truncated conical wall (Configuration 1). The schematic geometry of this configuration is
shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2: Schematic geometry of a cell
of samples with Configuration 1.
Fig. 1: Loading-unloading;
ECHNICS MODELS OF GRID-DOMED TEXTILE COMPOSITES

d in both quasi-static and impact tests, the major deformation mechanism for grid-
posite samples DJ-N is the collapse of the shells, including both hemispherical cap
ed conical wall in the cell (a single cell is shown in Fig. 3). In the following, three

ig. 3: Deformation process of a grid-domed composite sample DJ-N.



successive theoretical models are proposed for the observed three stages of the deformation
process, respectively, so as to predict the force-displacement relationship and the energy-
absorbing capacity.

3.1 Stage 1: Local inversion of a hemispherical dome
As well known, when a hemispherical dome is subjected to a concentrated force at its apex or
compressed by a rigid flat plate on its top, elastic or elastoplastic snap-through will occur,
depending on the dimension of the dome and the material’s properties. Apart from numerous
elastic analyses, based on an analysis given by Updike [20], a simple but profound rigid-
plastic model was presented by Calladine [21, 22]. Figure 4 shows, schematically, the local
inversion model employed by Updike and Calladine, under a compression of a rigid flat plate
subjected to an inward-directed force P. At any instant in the process, the inverted region is
separated from the outer portion of the hemispherical dome by a narrow toroidal “knuckle”,
that moves outwards as deformation proceeds. The knuckle region is connected to the two
spherical portions by two travelling circumferential plastic hinge circles, of radius e ± l/2,
with l being the meridian extent of the knuckle.

By formulating and solving the equations which have been obtained by proper consideration
of the kinematics, equilibrium and constitutive relations of the problem, it is finally obtained
that [20-22]
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where Y is the uniaxial yield stress of the material, Mo = Yh2/4 is the fully plastic bending
moment per unit width of the shell, and w is the vertical displacement of the rigid plate
applied on the top of the hemispherical dome. Subscript 1 of the applied force pertains to
deformation Stage 1.

If each grid-domed sample contains n domes, the total force applied on the sample will be
(P1 )total  = n×P1 = 43.6 nMo (w/h)0.5   (3)

Accordingly, the energy dissipation from w = 0 to a certain displacement w can be calculated
as
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Equations (3) and (4) provide a theoretical force-displacement relationship and an estimate of
the energy-absorbing capacity, respectively, of the grid-domed cellular textile composites in
their early stage (i.e. Stage 1) under compression or impact loading.

Fig. 4: Schematic diagram of
local inversion model.

Fig. 5: Deformed configuration in stage 2.



3.2 Stage 2: Global plastic collapse of a truncated spherical cap
The above local inversion mechanism of the hemispherical domes is applicable only when the
support of the spherical dome at its base circle remains fixed, so this mechanism will cease to
be valid when the applied force is so large that a plastic hinge circle forms at the base of the
partial spherical cap followed by a multi-hinge deformation mechanism occurred in the
truncated conical shell underneath the spherical cap, see Stage 3 described below.

Since the spherical dome has been deformed in Stage 1, the analysis of Stage 2 is based on the
deformed configuration (Fig. 5). By assuming that a plastic hinge circle forms at the base of
the truncated spherical cap and assessing the plastic energy dissipation by both bending and
membrane deformations, a force-displacement relationship can be established as
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and (refer to Fig. 5)
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where angle β is specified by the original spherical cap, and angle φ , which can be calculated
from w/R by using Eqn (6), will serve as a process parameter.

When the force required by the global plastic collapse mechanism of the truncated spherical
cap calculated by Eqn. 5, P2 , is greater than the force required by the local inversion of the
spherical cap calculated by Eqn. (2), P1, the local inversion will continue to develop.
However, when P2  < P1 , the global collapse mechanism will take over and the local inversion
ceases to develop.

3.3 Stage 3: Large plastic deformation of a truncated conical shell
After a plastic hinge forms at the connecting circle between the spherical cap and the
truncated conical shell, bending moments as large as the fully plastic bending moment begin
to apply on the top of the truncated conical shell. When the partial spherical shell rotates
about the plastic hinge circle at its base, this bending moment and the compression force
produced by the rigid flat plate applied on the top of the dome will initiate a multi-hinge
deformation mechanism in the truncated conical shell (shown in Fig. 6). At this deformation
stage (i.e. Stage 3), although the bending along the hinge lines and the bending of the conical
shell in the circumferential direction will make a certain contribution to the energy
dissipation, the energy-absorbing capacity of the cell is dominated by the membrane
deformation of the conical shell, especially when the total vertical displacement becomes very
large.

In the membrane-dominated deformation mechanism, merely the energy dissipated by the
compression of the generators of the truncated conical shell is accounted. By noting that DJ-N
samples display a bi-linear stress-strain relation in their tensile behaviour (refer to Fig. 1), this
analysis concludes that, in Stage 3, a linear relation, as given by equation (7), can be
established between the compression force and the vertical displacement; whilst the slope of
the force-displacement curve can be predicted accordingly by the following simple
expression:
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which represents a linear relation between the force required and the increment of the vertical
displacement from the top, ∆w.



3.4. Estimation of the energy-absorbing capacity of grid-domed composite samples
Based on our experimental data, Stage 3 contributes most to the total energy-absorption of
DJ-N samples. It may be suggested, therefore, to employ Eqn (8) to estimate of the total
energy-absorbing capacity Ww of these composites till any displacement w, before
densification happens. Thus, integrating Eqn (8) twice leads to
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Accordingly, when the energy absorption per unit mass of the sample is concerned, the
following simple expression can serve as an estimate:
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where Ww  denotes the energy absorption of the sample until displacement w, m denotes the
mass of the sample and µ denotes the mass of a unit cell. In a more general case, Ep can be
regarded as the average tangential modulus of the material during its plastic deformation.

Eqn. (10) is valid for the grid-domed textile composites of Configuration 1 studied under
quasi-static compression. To estimate the energy-absorbing capacity of these cellular
composites under impact or compression at a high rate, Eqn (10) can be combined with strain-
rate effect of this material, leading to
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where A and B are the experimentally determined constants and !c o  is a low compression-rate
served as the basis of comparison.

The prediction of the above deformation models was found to be in excellent agreement with
our experimental results [19].

4. OPTIMIZING ENERGY-ABSORBING CAPACITY
OF GRID-DOMED TEXTILE COMPOSITES

As illustrated above, the deformation process of a cell with Configuration 1 consists of three
stages, but Stages 1 and 2 are much shorter and make much less contribution to the total
energy absorbed. In other wards, the energy absorption is mainly attributed to the plastic
deformation of the truncated conical shells.

Accordingly, a new cell configuration has been designed (Configuration 2), in which each cell
consists of a truncated conical shell only, as shown in Fig. 7. The materials used here were the

Fig. 6: Multi-hinge deformation
mechanism in Stage 3.

Fig. 7: A sample with Configuration 2.



same as those for Configuration 1. Impact tests were conducted under impact velocities of
3.4-4.8 m/s. Under the identical test condition for samples with 100×100 mm2 and the same
weight, the load-time curves and energy-displacement curves for the two configurations are
given in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, respectively. The energy-absorbing capacities for both
configurations are summarized in Table 1, where the data in the columns with unit J denote
the total energy dissipated, and those with unit J/g denote the energy dissipation per unit
weight of the sample.

The data in Table 1 indicate that, compared with those of Configuration 1, the grid-domed
textile composites of Configuration 2 have a higher energy-absorbing capacity (i.e. 2.7-3.3
time up to 4mm vertical displacement, and 1.4-1.8 time up to 8mm vertical displacement),
low peak force and almost constant magnitude of force during their large deformation
process.

Table 1. Comparison of energy-absorbing capacity for both configurations
Energy absorption

Up to 4 mm
Displacement

Energy absorption
Up to 8mm

Displacement

E0 : impact energy
V0 : impact velocity

J J/g J J/g
Conf. 1 3.42 0.45 16.11 2.15E0 =23 J

V0 =3.47 m/s Conf. 2
H=13.8mm

11.39 1.08 23.74 2.26

Conf. 1 4.10 0.54 16.46 2.19E0 =45±2% J
V0 =4.8 m/s Conf. 2

H=13.8mm
11.02 0.96 28.0 2.43

5. INFLUENCE OF CELL GEOMETRY AND RESIN ADD-ON
UPON ENERGY-ABSORBING CAPACITY

In order to further optimize the characteristics and energy-absorbing capacity of the grid-
domed textile composites, cell height and diameter ratio of cell top to cell bottom were
selected to explore the influence of geometry on the mechanical properties and energy-
absorbing capacity. The effect of resin added-on percentage on the energy-absorbing capacity
was also investigated.

Figures 10 and 11 depict the curves of load vs. vertical displacement and the energy
dissipation per unit weight vs. vertical displacement under the impact velocity of 3.54 m/s and
impact energy of 26 joule for the samples with the same level of resin added-on and same
diameter ratio of cell-top to cell-bottom, but different cell heights. Cell heights in the range
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Fig. 8: Load-time curves for samples
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samples of two configurations.



from 7.84 mm to 15.72 mm were examined, while the corresponding semi-apical angles of the
truncated conical shell varied from 27° to 14°. The peak force of curve 1 was resulted from the
contact between the tup and the supporting base. Hence, the cell height should not be too

small for obtaining higher energy-absorbing capacity. From other three samples, it is evident
that the magnitude of load reduced and the total stroke increased with the increase of the cell
height. The samples with higher cells generally possess greater potential of energy absorption
in a longer stroke, although their energy-absorbing capacity is restricted when the impact
velocity is small.
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Fig. 10: Comparison for load vs.
vertical displacement.

Fig. 11: Comparison for energy per unit
weight vs. vertical displacement.
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added-on has little difference on the specific energy-absorbing capacity within the
investigated range.
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